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The collapse of the “Welfare state”The collapse of the Welfare-state

• The concept of “Welfare-State” arose in the end of the nineteenth century, with

Bismark, as a response to the threat of class struggle when faced with the expansion

f i liof socialism…

• … the State emerged as the keeper of social society, insuring all individuals the

coverage of risks and the access to assets and services aiming at an effective socialcoverage of risks and the access to assets and services, aiming at an effective social

inclusion…

• a State which would protect both in sickness and unemployment providing• … a State which would protect both in sickness and unemployment, providing

for primary health care, which instigates the access to culture and education…

• the Welfare-state proved financially unsustainable and in the current… the Welfare state proved financially unsustainable and, in the current

socioeconomic state of affairs, we are witnessing the fading out of this

governance model.



The collapse of the “Welfare state”The collapse of the Welfare-state

• Public Portuguese museums, as “Non-profitable Organizations”, belonging to the tertiary

sector and financially dependent on the State, are now being faced with a delicate

i i h i f i bili i i i l hi h i l i h isituation, as their source of sustainability is increasingly scarce, which is leaving them in

the brink of poverty…

thi th t d t th i t i t St t t f lfill th i f ll• … this means that, due to the economic constraints, States cannot fulfill their full

obligations and institutions dependent on the State have had to find alternative paths for

sustainabilitysustainability…

• … museums today have to deal with many issues: merges, inventory, conservation,

research, exhibiting, the increase in their action scope, a bigger exposure toresearch, exhibiting, the increase in their action scope, a bigger exposure to

competition and higher demands from the stakeholders as well as a dependence on

a strategic marketing plan to communicate well.



The collapse of the “Welfare state”The collapse of the Welfare-state

• Nowadays, we are now witnessing in the national museum panorama, a hybrid

model of patrimonial management, in the worst sense of the word. That is to say

that, on the one hand, the State is not fulfilling its obligation by retracting

culture’s financing. On the other hand, when museums adopt, albeit

involuntarily, a business company posture, they are assuming a behaviour

which is not theirs. It is vital, therefore, to define and update what is expected and

b i h fimeant by museums in the twenty first century.



“Cultural innovation”Cultural innovation

• “Cultural innovation” is understood as the change in attitude adopted by cultural

institutions, in order to cope with the economic-financial constraints experienced

today…

• … one could even talk about the introduction of a new paradigm in how museums

today play their role in society. By accepting that the crisis is a challenge to do

more and better we are accrediting the idea that there was a need to innovate, to

embrace new challenges and to diversify both intervention and posture. Museums

today are more than mere physical spaces with a given collection.



“Cultural innovation”Cultural innovation

• Since they are implemented in a specific community, because they relate to the

other stakeholders and because they need to find alternative ways of providing for

themselves, museums and their professionals have had the possibility of creating

new products, new services and identifying new opportunities to satisfy their

audiences. The following examples of such are the establishment of partnerships,

the management of their own revenue, the enthralling of sponsors or benefactors,

h i d i f l l k i j i i i l k d ithe introduction of cultural marketing, joining social networks and outsourcing

contracts. These are examples of what being a museum is and how to do museology

in toda ’s orldin today’s world.



“Cultural innovation”Cultural innovation

• For all this, regardless of the posture one adopts before this pressing question,

should it be acceptance or denial, the truth is that museums today are more than

“a permanent, non-profit institution”.



Museums and communicationMuseums and communication

• The use of communication in museums, as a strategic tool in their current

management, should aim at stressing a reliable brand, which offers valuable

proposals, captivating and bringing added-value...

• ... the answer to the ever demanding needs of the public and stakeholders relies

partially in professionalizing communication, i.e., in how museums affirm their

value and relevance...

• ... there should be place, within the institution, to preserve, research and

exhibit, but also to communicate. Museums are also their own public and

communication is the link between both.



Museums and communicationMuseums and communication

• If one considers how museums are increasingly dependent on private funding and

how the establishment of partnerships and the captivating of benefactors are some

f th i bl lt ti t th St t ’ t d ti i ll iblof the viable alternatives to the State’s cuts, adopting a socially responsible

management system is urgent, which includes being aware of the stakeholders

expectations providing them with answers and being accountable to themexpectations, providing them with answers and being accountable to them...

• ... this clarity of action can only be achieved through an effective and strategically

oriented communication policy. Therefore, communicating is more than joiningoriented communication policy. Therefore, communicating is more than joining

several social networks, being part of mailing lists or feeding blogs.

Communicating relies in making the institution known, transforming it into a

prestigious brand and aligning both collaborators and mission for the same

purpose.



Wh i i hil h ?What is strategic philanthropy?

• The concept of a business company, in the most immediate sense of the term, refers

to the exploration of an activity with economic interest...

• ... however, business companies, as institutions reflecting society, are more than an

economic tool. Business companies are also a political and social being. That

means that business companies’ responsibility runs deeper than economics. They

are socially responsible...

• … it is by fulfilling their social obligations that business companies might be able

to establish cooperation ties with the tertiary sector, namely with museums.



Wh i i hil h ?What is strategic philanthropy?

• Therefore, strategic philanthropy or causes marketing is regarded as the

establishment of partnerships between business companies and museums, enabling

the joint promotion of causes, events or campaigns. Each involved entity will be

responsible for making its skills and resources available for the partnership…

• … in parallel with these new sources of funding, which are based on fundraising, a

direct and effective support by the State must remain, without which the

concept of the self-sustainability of museums in nothing more than utopic.



Fi lFinal notes

• One could question whether crises are in fact a challenge to do more and better or

whether opportunities exist, regardless of the economic and financial scenario we

live in…

• … it is believed that the issue lies in the difficulty to “bring together people with

ideas, people with problems and people with the institutional resources and the

financial means”, attempting to overcome and satisfy common needs.



Fi lFinal notes

• The State, by cutting down on financing museums and depriving them of autonomy,

is condemning one of the sectors of economic development to lethargy. That is,

other than the disappearance of the concept of a Welfare-state which fosters and

supports social causes, we are now witnessing a State which discourages cultural

action, failing to recognize the relevance and value heritage has in national

economy…

• … on the other hand, museums, by adopting a new posture of facing economic and

financial difficulties, have created a new paradigm of action which might be

f d l l i i d f hreferred to as “cultural innovation”. Nowadays, museums are far more than a

simple “permanent, non-profit institution”.



Fi lFinal notes

• We are watching a turning point on what is still considered of museums and what

museums are turning into. This change will lead to an opportunity for those

responsible for cultural heritage to attract more and new partners through strategic

philanthropy or causes marketing. That means that, on the one hand, museums have

been able to extend their value and prestige to the service of society and that, on the

other hand, local communities, in the wider sense of the term, also need to associate

h lthemselves to museums…

The difficulty lies in knowing how to advertise culture.
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